352.07426
i

at:

LS

iia

pe

Ps Whe ECP eee
OF

THE

-SELECTMEN,

TREASURER,
AND —

-—SMPERTRNG HL, CMT
oF

TOWN

THE

OF ANDOVER,
FOR

THE

aia

ph Pere CREE

ENDING

eh

hoe ef:

FRANKLIN:
F.

M.

CALLEY,

PRINTER.

Vv 187be
¢

NII
NEW

LYA AADCLHURE
HAMPSHiKE

STATE

LIBRARY

SHLHCTMEHN’S

Whole amount of taxes

re

et

committed

Sk DO RE

a ais

REPORT.

to Collector

amy

for..

a

$5,781 87

The Collector has discharged himself as follows:

Wasted LOW /ETCASUIGY, ./.c-4205.0.hscvos
vocose Socsdetendes 4,708 30
Abatement of Taxes...... eM
Rts oxte we anc. Sos u.eoeae fae — 19 63

Mrcrreom thie: Collectors).

$4,727 93
2c. Mis ddatgeahs eae ca seueeldece nbattene 1,053 94
$5,781 87

1870.

March

1. Money inthe FRTCASUIY 053 s\srques nedeemomenes > $930 30

April

6. Received
POGOe

April
April

June
My
June

of

C. D. Durgin, Collector for

se dhs tats ne sant NRE eaenk oso Meme ae eee she 2

362 35

6. Received ‘of William S. Marston on Poor
PATI DOLE Se dotees eerie tvnr es. oBFeen eke apes
380. Received of A. Davis, hired money...........
sS
O. E. Eastman, hired money....
8.
‘fg
W.D. Woodbury, hired money. .
20. Received of C. W. Bartlett, Collector tax

200 00
800 00
700 00
10000

TL Ger a Aras cbatinccritsle eae t aac cea ald a cyks aa
20. Received of C. W. Bartlett, Collector tax
TNOUG tee re amass reo antes inal inant ciserecs

288 00

150 00

July

8. Received of A. S. Greeley, Collector

July

TEOSRtaXPMONCY (eck cee yeuk fee Menl eves Spee
50 00
9. Received of J. Osgood, on Poor Farm note... 100 00
Received of C. W. Bartlett, tax HEN PE AvE: 78 00

July
“<=:

18.

for

gh Nae AL only cee pe ta BCE oan CU,

111 00

TRUM sien ads close Semis S Wat iss «le deme df iene ws vay

115 80

29. Received

of J

Giea on Poor Farm

$3,985 45

4
Aug.
Ad
6

3. Received of C. W. Bartlett, tax money.......
15.
16.

174 00

i
NEL ts peaae
W. Graves, hired money...........

450 00
125 00

rf
&
Aug.

17
ct
Miss M. Swette, hired money.....
be
af
G. J. Swette, hired money........
19. Received of W.S. Marston,on Poor Farm

25 00
50 00

TROLTE. iiie)s sees ek ceed dae segues sbhrcp ht Ee eee eee

208 00

Aug.

30. Received of C. W. Bartlett, tax money........

190 00

cs

ol.

Sept.

nf

‘s
a

“
és

.

Py

PUP sisAe

tS

85 00

12. Received of J. Proctor, hired money..........

a

16.
We

670 00 ©

C. W. Bartlett, tax money........

oh
2

ae
*

te

343 00

aS ie aa ahagaes
Rees
Cintas

73 00
80 00

Sept. 20. Received of C. Durgin, tax money for 1869....
ody
.
CO. W. Bartlett, tax nioney:....::.

20 00
114 00

Qatar

tl:

‘

“

aT

be

T%

te

rf

ne) Aho Sa

8.

:

ROL
Nason ls
Nov.

«
“

«“
“

50 00

150 00

at s OYLae
ales!

163 00
220 00

pee
(ee

|.
ge

Ser late 0S,Sanat

300 00

Ded.

8. Received of the State Savings Bank tax......

571 16

“
«“

Fy

4

3.

Ks

a

4

3B,

.

“e)

1870.
Dec.

eg,
rt
el
ie
e

BRITO

Feb.
o
Feb.
Feb.

fis
co

ebb 238 00
40 Ne eM GND

Liperaryqund. cages
saee onteeuts

Las

97 78

$5,640 17

|

|

9. Received of C. W. Bartlett, Collector.....::.... $315 00
9;
9:
9;
SF

9:

“

“

Pe

ee
*
ah
-

%
aA
fa
*

OT eomee
meena
oe
ba aang
oon Gs Cote gui

“

“

pee

ere 8 75,00

LES

3
is
igh AMes sift
e
sitar
RO
14. Received of the county for the support of
PAPEL s tell aires Laveen e
te oo
14. Received of C. W. Bartlett, Collector... .. ven
a

Fs
oe

A
«
Bigs
e
th

66

«“

a

MRAM road LAK ete aessceeee 1,143 18

et

i

ey

of

GeneFe

Bile?

W.
©.
C.
C.
C.

ie

100
50
110
75

00
00
00
00

160 00
18 00
33 00
ATT 81
90-00

taaeceestee

50 00

H. Edmunds, tax money......
Durgin; tax money...
W. Bartlett, tax money .......
Durgin, tax money .............
Durgin, in abatements..........

8 08
20 00
25 00
50 00

30 33

5)

Feb.
“e
s
“s
“é

ee
se
be
6
oF

CA

RR

SRA

C. W. Bartlett, tax money........
S
in abatement......
A.S. Greeley,
tax money for 1868
A. S. Greeley, in abatements.....
Henry Kilburn, for lumber........
.
RN Seema ctu

CURRENT

March.
As
6
4

sheets, and

és

««

16.

*

29.

«*
«*

30.
30.

e

Oct.

Oct.

$1,913 45
a ate>. Say she cee aime ater $11,538 97

EXPENSES.

back........... vt, ee hens

Paid William H. Edmunds
;

Sept

73
63
70
50
67

Paid John Keniston for digging grave for
Werneabmani st giies eigmicgat.
Nhs 2a-te Bae,
2 00
Paid David Merrill for. warming hall for
BOWDAR SR hindi aisehes coco iter. hh apanlant. « 2-06
Paid car fare to Franklin, to get reports
printed, and expenses .............sceeee
ceases
1 00
5. Paid car fare to Franklin, to read proof

A

June

160
19
84
7
3

time

of settlement,

and

for board,
services

60

at

from

Hebi 25 Aga archi O gi daly aaseske
legs ds-s
Paid William B. Emery for auditing Seleotmen’s sAGGONNLS: < favs. os ne ial 02 ok agit «
Paid Brewster & Calley for printing town
reports for 1870, and express bill on
TNO SATIRE
5od.2 aoe oe Meccnn ade is cdl eos as
Paid Silas M. Ellis for services as Super- intending School Committee. ...............
B. Sanborn for books and stationery.........
Paid car fare to Concord and back and ex-

21 00

DENSCS: sauae tow igsesd Lp her er ecoP LieeuRUt
ds edge

3 60

SSAMLON
ALY S24loslesins,
tedniahs.odeFE
SePye age wh
BPAStATE SHAMIDSey ob 2 civapsln tak weg ue arngetiebdetelgsot
Paid car fare to Concord and back to pay

2 00
50 25

75 00
8 40

3 67
60

COUNE ict ey 2 Maeie tehteBpag oelddies
bissera
tek 3a

1 90

EXpenses, Same FiMe........
sees sceecevseves cece
22. Horse and carriage to Springfield on pau=per-Case and OXPeNSEGs .b6 Ja.) .veleieh
coeds

1 00

Sept.

22. Register of Deeds of Sullivan County for
copy of records in the W. Moody case..
Horse and carriage to Franklin to see the

Sept.

Horse and carriage to Franklin in looking

Selectmen on pauper matter

expenses...

UP. DAUPCIIMAGlALS. te: vteegecidacinwecdseiicae«

2 75

1 60
1 50

1 50

6
Nov.

18. Horse and ,carriage to Loudon

on Charles

Stevens’ pauper case; Mi. 22). Res

ages onset

Ae

8. Expenses fortwo ‘days, :c.....s dsvemdens anes
3. Car fare to Concord and back to pay State
tax and “expenses? cess.
ah oP eeeeeaa
1. One receipt book, pens and paper............
9; Ink and postage stampsita...c.0..t0
tae. vents
9. Car

fare

to Franklin

and

3)

1 25
3 00
2 00
1 30

back, and ex-

penses on pauper matter... ......-.....
cece
19. James Fellows, for taking deposition .......

1 00
50

19.G..' Greeley, “over tax.. 3, icrcestumis
ele aeeu aeee
26. J. Clough of Loudon, and town Clerk for

1 26

assistance in C. Stevens’ case, pauper.....

Wm. H. Edmunds, for horse and carriage
on the day of the funeral of J. Emery .....
Silas M.. Ellis, for taking deposition Mid

Ne

—

200

1:50
34

~ For board while making taxes.................
12 00
For board while taking nvoice:.jeeleh ee
4 50
14. B. Sanborn, for check-‘lists and warrants...
125
Car fare to Concord and back to settle with
County Commissioner, pauper matters......
1 90
‘.
Kixpenses the same time..........1...0..
seeees
1 60
16. Paid John Proctor for use pr hall for town
meeting
5 GEA
es Cae ieee
$10 00°
16. Paid for ‘public watering wine. ea As eg a
3 00
16. Horse and sleigh to Salisbury to pay the
Susan ‘Smith

*noten¢

o4 A RARE.

ae

16. Horse and sleigh to West Andover to pay
school gmoney.)
uals. 28 ate es aaenee
£6;,QOats for shorse ies
Nae ee een tee
17. John W. Keniston, for services as town
EA LOT NR GUI May Mae cae Pee eee aan
17. J. W. Keniston, Constable fees......... .....
17. Horse and sleigh to Franklin on pauper
matters, and to the printing office and
17.
17.
17.
17.
17.
17.
17.

1 25

50
35
62 87
28 27

OXPeNSEes: AC Y..wkii osteo
Reta, Beate

1 50

Making out county pauper papers Seidise Vas thie
Pens andpaper:.ssi:t) Wonks ue eee ae saawen ike
One bottle of mucilage BS A RN
A
C..Durgin, in ‘abatements. atin Jee...
C. Durgin, Collector’s fees for 1869........
Paper ofA. Bridgemenperee
Al asts tees.) ase
C. Bartlett, in abatements UE
er AREA

3 50
25
30
30 33
122
25
19 63

R7.UA; Ss Greeley, in’ abatements.............0.4.
7. A. S. Greeley, for collecting tax.............

7 50
30

17..Horse and carriage to S. P. Brown, to
settle road “Dillit.
seaport eke. ees

1 00

(;

Feb.

17. M. Rollins, for services as Selectman...

&

17. B. E. Sw mat for services, as Selectman...
EA

1871.
Paid Board bill while making out report...... a
W.

H.

et DR

Edmunds, services as Selectman and
Overseer of the Poor from March 9, 1870,
tae WEavehis 1 Loses.
ee ea,
eee 5

PETOASUTOR Se [OCH

ar Rectne teethys«ev reeeces

C. W. Bartlett, Collector’s feésis

C. Durgin,

. 20%

bee.

for public watering place................
$759 91

EXTRA

HIGHWAY.

1870.

i

March 1. Paid John H. Goodhue for labor on highWA
eee TO meee
ee TS 8. gree ane
«¢
1. Paid Charles Clay tor plank delivered in
T8655 AO G Weer meets cae nee Ah ee
‘¢
1. Levi Morey for labor on Seavy Bridge..........
April 2. Paid Gilman Lang, highway bill ..... He Pie ay
Oth,
S Pee, Joseph A. Rowe, road Dill..........60...60.
ub ANE
EaGr Graves, nionway Dilly.) weseve
cssss
30.
‘* Daniel Downs for grading ee near Phil:
brick’s bridge...... Nasem
e ie are ae aty etna rs
*« 380. ‘ George Preble for laying stone at CilleyVE Oueadee metas ie ettits needs co neta ee

nan ae

pose
“ 30.

es JT Longe for labor on bridge....... ‘ek ans
“ William Swett for labor on DMGoe”.o. coro.

© 380.
Seco,
fs.

‘
hors

David Stewart for labor on bridge. ence
“Seti Mimorll fOr DORAL: esc.
ccs. sc: ses .
BeOy Keniston, road bull...fy. 3. 0c. ks .ees

«

‘“

B.E. Swett for labor on bridge and money paid out at Cilleyville....... Saihh eee
Hey CrCilley-for labor ontbridge...>......:.

30.

frou
pom

<

crue mn ks”* SOME Le CoA,

paolo
moles

<¢ 630.
<¢ 630.
‘¢ 630.
“630.

Dhierstee

-Georee. Fe Witte sbilltm
JONn crumbulls

“
‘
**
“

ees cine cate ds «kas,

ce: :telece. Beenie

Pula. SAE
a ok, eee

Wm. H. Edmunds for use of drag.........
Joseph Brown for making culvert...:......
Wm. H. Edmunds for breaking roads.....
Wm. H. Edmunds for grading road near
Thomas Colby’s house, hand and team....

8

“May

9. Paid J. Flagg, for labor on bridge near Dan’l
Toma else waidides
ders. olebebeeie
at. 100 00
Wm. H. Edmunds for labor on bridge
and road with oxen and Cart........ess.eeee
Isaac Downs for breaking roads......... be

B. HE. Swett for Henry. Corey...............
Moses W. Rowell for breaking roads in
February and March, 1870...........0.se0e0

5 48.
6 47
2 00
7 50

John Hobbs for labor on road..........00+.
9 45
Alfred Weare for labor on road............ 10 90
George J..Swett for labor on road.........
16 42
Green Greeley for labor on road...........
3 00
Geo. J. Swett for breaking roads in 1869
5 50
Wm. H. Edmunds for labor on roads and
bridge, hand..and ;team ci... te). -sMeiean
sees +s 14 50
John Flagg for labor on bridge near
Daniel Downs’ house, and money paid
out for bolts, spikes and nails............... 162 07
Daniel Downs for breaking roads in the.
Beach (Hill sdisteict 54.346 susan ipetemenae o> at
9 50
Wm. H. Edmunds for labor on White
bridge with oxen and cart and hands......
26 50
Samuel Morrill for building two bridges
Bb COME
Y VAC as ca ala ahd ut ounk. sxalieoae te Genta 150 00
Sidney M. Cilley for labor on bridge esha 20 00
Amasa Clark for labor on road.............
15 00
John Flagg for labor on White bridge.... 100 00°
Samuel Brown for labor on Pierce and
DeOwni toad oi. 45: \stie' 4: sata dah shawenmee gueee
88 00.
Danicl Downs for ‘drawing lumber .to
White’ bridge,.and labor... ,........asieaces
iene 70 00
Daniel Downs for labor on Seavey bridge,
Stone WOrk and, STAGING ors op .carsoinerines
ecere 54.17
Enoch Jones for damage done sleigh from
defect in highway, and labor on highway.
2 90
John Buziel for labor on bridge, and
money paid oub for, holy: ie.<wigeeree eases 117 70
Jona. Trumbull for grading road and
rubblingyatCrblleyvalien cssinuttucd
aidueiss «6) 40 00
John Flagg for labor, bolts, spikes and
nails ‘on White ,DWASe ya tae spain vads «i.
$34.23
Joseph D. Philbrick for labor on Brea
highway,and.for plank aco .s: Gamennea-s-a4 23 00
Jona. H. Goodhue for labor on highway,

9

one day’s work on bridge, hand and team
John F. Emery, lumber for bridge.........
6é

66

66

B. E. Swett money for Carlton White for
boards used. for: bridge soil
iieneecsees
Daniel Downs for labor'on highway and
|iaig
13Oo Beemer
ere odTPP
oe tet Le a
. C. E.. Fenney, labor on road................
Bridgman for spikes and nails..............
Wm. H. Edmunds for labor on Seavey
bridge, two: hands, one yoke of oxen and

—

CAVE ao vale ee ty Gretta aa tTaN GNsee erecta dase cs

Wm. H. Edmunds, one day on bridge, 2
hands ranw t6amne «le
as hi A vce es
Wm.

H. Edmunds,

two

days’

work on

bridge, oxen, two hands, and cart.........

13.

13.

66

one day’s work myself, hands and cattle.
nine posts for Pailing...... yas
ae eyae
Isaac Downs for labor on road and bridge
John Gilman for labor on highway, in full
Wm. H. Edmunds, 1 day on: Philbrick’s
DPADSSt. see Reig
AN OR
RCH
Henry M. Thompson for labor on Seavey
DETAR si his. ShiibMnren ACA ea W toe verbs ed shed
do. _. for breaking roads in 1869-(Aye

25, 26, and 27. Paid

Wm.

H. Edmunds for three

days’ work on Seavey bridge........+.......
22. Paid Samuel Colby for labor on1bridge Le betes
27.
Joseph B. Emery for building bridge and
furnishing lumber, and breaking roads....
met.

. Carlton

White: for labor on

bridge and

hip
lew ane ia
soe ets. FRNERA SAE

aks.

Daniel Davis for labor on Seavey bridge
and grading roads...... beth
ahn se Leiek Soin.
Enos Sleeper for labor on bridge and
DIGH WAY
ce ovh: tap ghrsedde ts bd ee eee shoes
George W. Thompson
for shingles........
John Flage for 175 pounds of nails.......
Geo. W. Thompson for shingles, in full..
Thomas Healey for labor on road, in full..
Carlton J. White for grading road. near
White bridges cle RON ss Mies
Reet. ee
Joseph D. Philbrick for labor on highway
with

oxen

and hands and cart, and for

John T. Gilman for labor on road, in full

10

. 21.

Paid William H. Cilley for plank...............
Jeremiah Tucker for breaking roads in
March, and repairing roads in summer...
6. Paid U. Rollins, for labor on highway and
bridges.)
ses Bic eahie igen Ea eae oe cee

FY

7. D. M. Davis, for labor on highway done
by “Thoniag;:B.olby.2s..
sal enetetas
sins
9. David Merrill, for labor done on bridge.....
15. John Buzell, for labor on bridge..............
1871.
Jan.
a4

6. Paid J. Hobbs, for labor on road in 1869....
6. J. Kilburn, for labor on highway in 1869
and.’ 70, at (falls eenciteat
aie, doce imen ets de

19. J. L. Keniston, for stone and plank for
use Of: Dridge ly inte.> sepia
ees een tea es
21... Eo Emery, for, lumberan itll. cme.

21. W. Bridgeman, for spikes used for bridge...
21. J. Clay, for labor on road in 1869............
2. Paid A. Weare, for 180 feet plank and _ labor on roadan]

870.3. Wives
es oe

2. A. Clark, for labor on highway and bridge...
2. S. P. Beane, for damage done horse and
carriage from defect in highway..............
11. Paid W. H. Weare, for stringers aud plank
for bridey cis} wh opapskieh ahapes Mee meee has
11. W. H. Edmunds, for repairing bridge on
Monntain road

2 kapcmeat hc

ee

ae

. Repairing culvert on plains..................
. Repairing bridge on Franklin road.........
. J. Proctor, for labor on highway in Beach
hill district, and lambergyiwte

ie

ae

. W. Graves, for labor on highway in 1870...
. E. Sleeper, for labor on road in the
OFSL8 70 sek.

Se

ree

ee

Spring
eee

. Paid D. Sullivan, for labor done on high. W. Graves, for labor on highway............
. H. G. Chase, for damage: done sleigh in
consequence of: bad road......0.:0:..01.41...4
- J... ayer, for labor ion road ieee s.kvcee....
. J. Hardy, highway Dill. i.e) pcg i. st
al
Brown, road bill. hairs, goin. coras
. G. Graves, for labor on road............ 6.00.
26. H.. Kalburn, for lomber eee; 1b oan peers:

11

Paid S. Shaw, for labor on highway..... ...... bay teensss $13 00
SPUsTAEE Le SOHAL aaae TTL it Angee ce kde scdpete leek poe ate as
1 50
B. E. Swette, for labor on that bridge...............
9 00
miosen Wr Theo leech gin sc laa Water sas Sed aioy vob ves
2 50
D. Downs, for labor on bridge and highway.......
35 00
$3,071 61
ooo

COUNTY

PAUPERS.

1870.

March 12. Paid Joseph D. Philbrick for 1 cord of wood
«¢

April

delivered to Jeremiah Bartlett... ...........
12. Paid for 1 cord of wood delivered to Jeremiah Bartlett...... ae
ee kG one ee Ua

5. Paid N. Emerson thirteen dollars and fifteen
cents for board and car fare for Ira Long
to the State of Maine (transient pauper)..

June
July

38. Paid John Emery, county pauper ..... e NESeae
8. Paid Nehemiah Emerson for support and car
fare of Mrs. James Davis and her two
children from KE. Andover to Providence,
|
Rihod eeISlandir rierssc) ss: agi ote ctaeteatae leh atone’
“ 18. Paid John Emery, county pauper................
Oct.
oe W ivi Keniston, pauperscn-.td-. vita.
Dec. 18.
‘* Luther Sawyer for the support of Mehitable Scribner, county pauper, from
Jan 23d up to July 20, 1870, in full........
‘©

Jan.

‘©

“

‘“
‘“

28. Paid Otis R. Conner for one cord of wood delivered to Jeremiah Bartlett. ................

5 00
5 00

138 15
15 00

15 00
20 00
1 00

30 00
4 00

4. Paid Frank Durgin for car fare for Lewis Payro
and family from East Andover to South
Barton, Vermont, transient paupers .......
20
Paid two transient boys, to procure food and
lodoino for theiniohte..
9.) aac dey Sttcie62.
9, Paid H. A. Weymouth for doctoring Mary Jane
Oaicloy. reso tee st efor a dient oss os eee. Cyn 14
9, Paid H. A. Weymouth for doctoring Mr. Jas.
TIS VIS lee face oat ~« labile. Gomme telyas acted
3
9, Paid H. A. Weymouth for doctoring Charles
PSLCVONSy = 0s cssactatcucs
tances ChReema de. soe, 13
9, Paid H. A. Weymouth for doctoring Wm. H.
Weiisor SMWilCme cress fevasermssnigt
ieeerekses « 42

80

NOR

41
00

80
81

12
J an. 29. Paid William

How for coffin and box, for Mrs.
Wis Kenison? 205 (yan. cek. pala: 5h oieaane a.
20. Paid James L. Kenison for digging grave for
Mrs: Wrai H. Kenison’ cicon. .teh ws, oe matebeas
20. Paid Fellows & How for goods delivered to
WV EOS CINIBOT i: cae cme.
ue hee
20. John Emery for time spent off the county farm
since ily A Gri S 10 dene: Sosa eemene ts ps npecneam
. Paid Otis Conner for one cord of wood delivered, to.J eremiah: Bartlett i=
ve
. ket
—_

. Paid Wm. H. Edmunds for 40 pounds of salt
pork, and 45 pounds of mutton delivered
to Jeremiah Bartlett) .....).
0... ssuametverocs

. Paid C. G. Pervare & Co., for goods delivered
to. seremian beartletts..;
sc eseeek cee
ee
. Paid C. G. Pervare for goods delivered to Mrs.

Oakley ...... Priya
ise.tate,(¢SoA ene: AA + cane eee
. Paid C. G. Pervare & Co., for goods delivered
to Mrs.

J ames" avis:

2.

cet

ae. os ees

. Paid C. G. Pervare & Co., for goods delivered
LO GChartes

Stevens acs +s.ccs oc Mee tee. Caen

. Paid C. G. Pervare & Co., for goods delivered
Mehitabdia:

Scribner. c.scaea
ees aaeedtes can

. Paid Ware D. Tuttle for 6 3-4 pounds of lamb
for Frank Keniston’s sick boy. ..............
. Paid B. Swett for potatoes and wood deliveered
to Charles Stevens...... Eni

RaSh Poe SV.

. Paid B. E. Swett for meat and potatoes delivered to Wharles Stevens::',...00rssackereliesee
. Paid J. D. Philbrick for one cord of wood delivered to Jeremiah Bartlett...................

. Paid Urial Rollins for goods furnished David
Frazier, transient pauper...................+8
. Paid John Wadleigh for board of Ira Long, in

April V8 70" ea eee
ae ae ee

. Paid W. W. Sleeper for sottuent Frank KenTSCOMSS DOWaves a0 vs wears td; su penal en eee
. Paid Joseph B. Emery for board and care of
John Emery through his sickness............
. Rosto R. Emery for coffin box, collar and neckG16 2. heer

ahs

Ee

ee

ae

ee

. C. W. Cole for robe and one pair of drawers...
. Luther Sawyer for the support of Mehitable
Scribner from July 9, 1870, to Feb. 1, ’71.

. Paid Luther
Mehitable

Sawyer for one pair of shoes for
Sertiner’...3..

coi .c wc ccceuceee bey 4

7 60

13

Feb.

‘«

6. The estate of S. W. Kelley for services render-

ed to David Fraiser’s family, by S. W.
Kelley, ...... Ue dieize ce cath egtis oa aden dats 68 se tt
6. 8. Tucker and O. Hastman, for digging grave
POE OUI eSMC Vere e cmeies. bac artnet eas ad:

3 00
3 00

‘©
«

6. To 1-2 bushel of meal for Jeremiah Bartlett,..
6. Weare D. Tuttle, for house-rent for Mrs. Oak:

50

MOMs oe x ctnaeasie sscea eco any ete Mites oe anti te keteah«

375

«

6. For board of Jeremiah Bartlett................ a

MONEY PAID FOR

March.

THE SUPPORT OF TOWN PAUPERS.

Paid Hannah West for the support of John W.
West...
scak ahead
ie ee agen ot $15 00
C. Leeds, for box

for

coffin for Versal

MEAS LIU AT sca c cope rte eeeeie a nea ch oyaa sa
Hannah West, for the support of John W.
WeBtc inc cote eats dae cs AMnDe 9 od
Wanuah West for the support of John W.
IVY
OSGnstae teens tae ca adtee s'est cat wae see

June.
August.

Sept.

Hannah West, for coffin and
Paid

1 25

35 00
20 00

expenses of

funeral and burial of John W. West,

1871.
Feb.

OU

20 00

Hannah West, for the support of John
WO Westittie (0b iirc oe ok eed Scdep ves 13 50
H. A. Weymouth, for doctoring John W.
WeSGe ceer ct iec mesa aieeashh He la heis'y Gone ated 9 50
$114 25

PAID

DEBTS.

1870-71 Debts.
Paid J. M. Shirley, retaining fee up to March 8, 1870..
March 12. Paid M. Haywood, for damage done his
Streep Dy GOO. 0s, ste. tes peck e ee che esab ieee.
March 12. J. Brown, sheep DYAGOGh.)
tate nie aacadivns.
ee
28. G. 1. -Greeley; OM: NOL, 4). lak dey sadiots ee dt vce
OTL
HOMmaLES ages SINGere areas ee ees oh. p Micamiblgs 38s ses
r
GP Way EOward’s NOt... 1.6. sasts. docs Pier thecwnetesa
Barre
LO. Grima GLCCLEY .)ONO. cM. cc ccenth ecm watchs ners
Day.
5. J. Bailey, interest On DOtn e206.
sd eseeecsie os
s

5. D. Farnum, on note...... Pa aniteas
cae peta tiae:

$25 00
5
5
175
48
362
200
60

00
00
00
00
35
00
14
67

July

J. umery, ON NOLS Fase). ars seen ee eek eR

ks

Peale

100 00

Paid M. Carr, C. Walker note .......ccscceses
ov

105 00

Aug. 22. Paid L. Severence, for the J. Shaw’s estate
Ann TOL) eee ak apse ROP caerRy see Week toca CR
711 10
Sept. 2. Paid on note running to F. Bailey...............
80
Novi15, B.C." Cilley, note in, Tull -svink eal. soe oe eeee 121 92
Mote .sscn. Geet ce sooe eee

98

66D. OCHOOLDISHICE IND. 7) Jepson
«secu cues Cop's deseMae
se 15. School. District ANOjpGn. tek.
sds Waph elarestog Ane

‘6b.

7 00
16 00

Feb
Dec.

Mrs, WH. Hi Davis, on

Mrs: Sopmitht Ob Motes s..... eee
aes eee
9.) Paid John Proctor, hired’ money: 205.17, -.5as .
Paid M. T. Brown, for damage doneeee by

3815 45
800 00

ODS pane chtijcens Neue +s maeivan tna ee eee ae eae
Heb."'20..’Paid Mrsy A. Stone...
isan. cya con vee ualeaes

10 60
150 00

$2,708 51
Feb. 22. Paid Mrs. Abbee Stone...........
22... seesebheseee

STATE

AND

COUNTY

50 00

TAX.

1870.

AMG: 1B.) BAI COUNTY IGAK sansa
enogsassehcee ie sad epeuitee $1,025 94

Dec.

Paid ‘tate tue ucts wea ete

ay eee

2,088 00

$3,113 94

SCHOOL

1870.
Distritts » No.
ce
6

DISTRICTS.

Ly Westerly J. Uilley ao tcc.
vecnua te $36 28

he) ONT
6s
Op Obn

GlMan ie, Gees: sole Hiattaebiah
ait Gaeae
H Babbet.vs...cs
ae cee nee

41 00
103 28

torre SOY RIN alc dcntey MMe a Stee ge OO

127 88

i

Be hs

éA
“

RS ta 56
MN) CONTIG: Un ua mins ca cinemna ees
88 05
Sua
65 David “Owns: s.yemeene:
haem cele 50 07
‘Se
Ty ODN TAVES i. ghee Cu teatsme 125 33

es
Z

SS
OS denry OW RDU Ee is + 5 eeeeee
B08), 9192.3; SCDUTSLOn tae...
4cnier one eee

75 35
63 06

15

Mistricte No.) 10), Henry Moc Putney ig. .cscscceodsteens
af
‘¢ 11, A. S. Greeley and S. Hersey.........
&
nope L Zeeerar LOS MILLOMNe sss lath ie Sisko sees aticanses
B
pe osm TICHity DALICY .'e) fi suamry deen tauedes
cot
nf
so L145) Oharles/ Tt. Sanborting dieses
svar tances
PMT
PTE

Ose Aono aks cas« dueaneern
nefait youseswe$38 07
ONE GMT can caice can caeeun de ouaks dates ceae 12 41

ACCOUNT

OF

DOG

220
40
65
49
15

97
87
83
87
05

$1,102 83

TAX.

1871.
BereCEe( TAX OW, COGS: sia.asih sada todd akan tieaendy gheecnels acs $53 00
March. Paid Moses W. Rowell, for damage done his
SLCC: DV OOGS auuurandedey
sicndeen. cata ainoue acces <4 2 50

RECAPITULATION.

Whole amount of money received by the
Selectmen, for the year ending
March Wooley lettin csasacwoe ne e
eh. Rea ele $11,588 97
Which is accounted for as follows:
Paid current expenses ...220.0.
Fo... fe... pence $759 91

SOX OLA WON WEY. -cdeh ameniscces
vesee<<Wont as 3,071 61
fr.
OOP™
BAe
SR

COUNLY PAUPOIBes cA Bas, cr ieeceteecce
acsc. 488 98
LRTI PAUP CED. sei aiides russe scncteeddderec(4 114 25
REMY
CL

LOLS sm, vs cose owe tesacierencaseeeekeetes 2,769 41
LONG yaaa Ais ie siden Fed's evictarales Sha aaia'e 2,088 00

Ree

COMIEIGUEGAN cy daaieier acy a cvaot stock sca slnguce 1,025 94

Se

SCHOO OISELICES Gia ces i dvdaweded
catcsh oobene 1,102 88

PME CLOD: NOTOWer ae ialnathaciss ccleyees ne cs vig ce +0» Ws
Cash in the treasury...... veg eile wieMURS
+wast

2 50
115 49

——-———. $11,538 97
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DEBTS

DUE

THE

TOWN.

Due from Marston, Osgood & Tuttle, March

Bae beg Hus

Due
Due
Due
Due
Due

from
from
from
from
from

pe ie ty Sia bs hk

SOR 1,021 00

C. W. Bartlett, collector. ...seese+. 1,053 94
C. Durgin, collector 1869....,...... 175 27
A. S. Greeley, collector 1868.....
39 89
Hiram F. French, aid agent....... 160 20
John Fellows’ estate.................
66 78
——_———

$2,517 08

Debts against the town, including interest

to the 1st day of March, 1871...... $22,088 17
Amount

dne'the town. fe...
eee ces

2,517 08

Leaving balance scam: the town Mar. 1,

Ey, RM
RG Mer:

May $19,571 09

Now in relation to the liabilities and availabilities of the
town, one thing is true—the debt of the town is a fixed fact;
and equally true that it has got to be paid sometime.
The
amount due the town cannot be considered as all of it available.
Hence, considering every thing that bears against us, we think
it will take nearly the sum of twenty thousand dollars to pay
the debt of Andover.

URIAL ROLLINS,

Selectmen —

WM,

Andover.

B. E. SWEATT,
H.

of

EDMUNDS,

Sa

ANDOVER,

March 4, 1871.

Having examined the foregoing accounts, I find the same correctly cast and properly vouched.
HENRY M. BOSWORTH, Auditor.
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We call the special attention of the téwn to the following
propositions made by Mr. John Proctor:

To the Legal Voters of the Town of Andover:
Our entire town debt on March 14, 1871, will be about twenty thousand dollars. I make the following propositions :
1. If the town will raise and pay its entire debt during the
political year commencing March 14, 1871, I will give the
town the sum of two thousand dollars toward paying said debt.
2. If the town will raise and pay one-half of its debt during
said political year, and the remainder during the next political
year, I will give the town nine hundred

dollars the first year,

and eleven hundred dollars the second year, for the same purpose.
3. If the town will raise and pay one-third of said debt during said political year, one-third of said debt during the political year ending March, 1878, and the remaining third during
the political year ending March, 1874. I will give the town
five hundred dollars the first year, seven hundred dollars the
second year, and

eight hundred

dollars the third year, for the

same purpose.
JOHN

PROCTOR.
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REPORT
OF

SUPERINTENDING
FOR

THE

YEAR

THE

SCHOOL
ENDING

COMMITTEE.

MARCH

1, 1871.

To the Citizens of Andover:
Having

been

constituted

by your

suffrage

Superintendent

of the

public schools of the town, for the school year ending in March, 1871,
and having served a part of said term, I desire to make the following

report:

|

é'

Believing that a good and uniform system of text books is a prerequisite to the highest interest of the school, upon assuming the duties
of Superintendent I made an effort to inform myself of the kinds of
text books used in our schools, and ascertain if any uniformity existed.
As aresult, I found a uniformity in Cornell’s Geograpy, and an approximate uniformity in grammar, but a general mix-up of readers,
consisting of 'Town’s, old series, Sargent’s, The Progressive, Mandeville’s, Hillard’s, and The National.
In arithmetics a'still greater confusion existed, there being no less
than seven authors in use in one of the village schools, and almost
every school had a multiplicity.
I immediately determined to remedy
this evil to the extent of my autherity. I chose to adopt a series of
readers because a greater number would be benefited thereby, and leave
the arithmetics to my successor.
Before selecting the readers, I examined a number of kinds, and consulted several earnest friends of
education. I finally adopted Willson’s readers and spellers, except
the ‘* Intermediate’ volumes. I chose them from the fact that they
‘are compiled upon an entirely new plan of imparting scientific knowledge at the same time they teach the art of reading. I found one or
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two schools almost destitute of arithmetics. I advised and assisted
them in obtaining French’s series, hoping it might be the pleasure of
my successor to make them uniform the coming year. I recommended
them because they are logical in arrangement, brief and clear in definition, and admirable in demonstration, being based upon the object
method, which is now surpassing all others. It is not every new book
that equals an old one.
But we believe that those books, as well as

teachers, should be denounced who beat learning into their pupils, instead of aiding them to acquire it, as being in the language of Erasmus
** illiterate butchers who ruin many a hopeful lad.” The best teachers
and authors, begin to realize that Erasmus in his De Pueris Institutendis, Cardinal Wolsey, in his letter to the masters of the Ipswich Schools,
Roger Ascham in his ‘* Schoolmaster,” John Lock in his ‘‘ Essay on
the Human

Understanding,” and

Milton, in his celebrated

letter to

Jiurtlib were decidedly right in their object to combine some degree of
pleasure with profit in the education of children; and when a new
book appears making this its aim, he who would not yield up his prejudice, on such authority as this, ‘*‘ Guild of Scholars,’ would discredit

‘¢ Moses and the Prophets.”
I put the Readers into the hands of every scholar who attended the
Summer Terms, at one-third price in exchange, except a few poor
children, to whom by permission of the publishers, I gave them outright. The books were gladly received by the children, and almost

universally, the exchange

money as cheerfully paid by the parents.

When the Arithmetics are made uniform we shall have a good and com-

plete system of text-books, and I believe that no change will be needed
for many terms, since it is so seldom that there is sufficient difference
in contemporaneous school-books to warrant a change where a uniformity exists. But parents ean readily conceive the waste of a teacher’s time, and the confusion which a medley of text-books must necessarily occasion in the school room.
In juxtaposition to the books, stands the teacher; and I would say

with the English Economist, ‘‘ No man is rich enough to be able to
employ poor labor.” To raise the standard of our common schools,
nothing is so necessary as the best of teachers. Ae ee it the best teacher
who makes the longest hours, labors the hardest, or gets the class over
the most ground, but the one who makes the winged hours alive,
awakens the most thought, arouses to investigation, kindles the liveliest

interest, and lays foundations that will never need to be laid again;
who draws out, as well as pours in. Such a teacher makes men of
self-reliance, independent reason, and lofty purpose.
‘The constituents
of such a teacher is the ability to read human nature, thereby to gain
the good will and co-operation of scholar and parent; to adopt different
methods of explanation to suit the various minds; and to evince a per-

sonality worthy of imitation, for the ideal being formed from the real,
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the young pupil sees in, or forms from his beloved teacher the ideal
scholar to which he aspires. Teachers should dare to assume the rank
of an individual to place their own judgment and opinion against
that of parents if need be. ‘Too often where teachers have failed, the

cause will be found in the death of the individual, and an unholy fealty
given to that crumbling throne on which the inferior minds of parents
sit in judgment.
The high character of the teacher cannot be overestimated.
The
school is the guard of the moral nature, as well as the vitalizer of the
intellectual energies ; it draws the plastic minds of children together
by a cord of love toward*a higher destination. It converts the love of
self into the love of others, and tones hostile rivalry into noble emulation. Indeed in a time like the present, when goodness and greatness

are transposed, the former having become the apostate, the latter the
martyr; when churches in vying with.each other drop their eye from
the true mark and religion loses its empire over the souls of men; in
such a time it is the school on which depends the morality of children,
since it is only the true scholar, who can find his way through the dogmatic mist, and is able to step within the holy place, and viewing in the

light which shines from the shekinah .to bear back to the mass. a message from the truth that dwells behind the symbol. It is therefore
important that teachers see that no seeds of evil be sown in the intellectual garden in the early springtime of life; since, however

poison,

they will bear legitimate fruit, and itis hard to eradicate them after
they have taken root.

I would call the attention of parents to the onerous.

duty devolving

upon them; not to twit you of old, ill-repaired school-houses, objects
of your daily observation, or to charge you with intellectual apathy,
woman worship, or any Quixotism, but to ask you to do more for the
education of your children. There is a two-fold reason why they
should have a better education than you have had.

The

one

to meet

the greater exigencies of their age, for
“Life greatens in these later years,
The century’s aloe flowers to-day !’’

The other is the fact that in order to re-make we must first know what
already exists, and since the years are concretionary, this is a more
and more extended work; beside, the streams of influence flowing
from the past, though concomitant, are not parellel. They do not like
the Alpheus and Arethusa flow on side by side without mingling.
They cross, they combine, they are interlaced. For right and wrong
have their epochs, which confuse the uncultured mind. The summer
terms were with one or two: exceptions successful. Teacher, scholar
and parent worked together forthe greatest good. But in many cases
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the terms were very short, in others the teachers though richly earning all they received, could not do the work that would have been done
by abler hands. There is, therefore, a twofold opportunity for increasing your schools. The one in quantity, the other in quality. ‘To
do either you must raise more money.
If we would have the best
teachers we must pay them; more money can be projitably expended,
and your children demand it of you. No one in building would finish
and furnish an elegant room, putting in but one window consisting of
one or two seven by nine lights, but would thoroughly light it that he
might see, appreciate and enjoy its finish and furnish; yet your child’s
mind is such

aroom; common

sense

and

inability, the elegant

furni-

ture; a few weeks of the common school, the narrow window through
which you admit a little light of culture, just enough to form in this
intellectual palace a deep, gloomy twilight.

Ifyou would

make them

happy, if you would make them men and women, who shall stand
forth as pillars in the temple of our great social structure, give them
the light of culture. Then will mothers be proud to point to their
children and say with the Roman Cornelia, ‘‘ These are my jewels.”
Indeed a man does not truly love his children until he descerns in them
the claims of their higher nature. ‘This enlightens and dignifies his
_ affections, it raises them from simple instinct into exaulted moral feelings. Beneficence being the glory of a human life, there is no nobler
deed than the effort made for the education of children, thus ena-

bling the next

generation

shall be

amid

able

to bring forth’ men wiser and better, who

deceptive

of Ophire from the pebbles

imposition,

in the brook.”

to distinguish

Ido not mean

‘‘the gold

that your

children will be entirely passive if uneducated, for common sense, the
ore of mind will move the needle on the social compass however deep-

ly buried; yet itis largely in your hands to make them what you would
have them be. By granting or withholding culture, you can make
them a pure intellect, or a comparative passive machine—a being of
more sensation,or one capable of an entire indifference on the senses—
an egotist, or
atrue man.
Nor is your duty complete when you have

paid your

money,

you

are to work

with the teacher, see that your

children are at school, and in season, to visit tage

teacher and scholar that you have an interest in

often, show to —

the work they are do-

ing, and make them feel that the true ambrosia of the school room is
‘‘ the luxury of doing well.” It may well be said of those parents,
who attempt to judge of the school without visiting it, as Virgil says of
/@neas, contemplating in the pathetic sculpture of his shield the future

glories of Rome—
« Rerumque

And above all, do not

ignarus, imagine gaudet.”

permit your larger

cause the lesson is hard or teacher poor.

children to be absent, be-

If I were

to judge from the
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irregular attendance shown

by some

of its registers, I might justly

infer, that the parents hold with Cobinus, that thought is secreted by
the brain; hence requires no effort, and thus they allow the wants of
body, and the gratification of taste to become so confounded that they

almost forget that their children have minds, which

demand culture,

susceptibilities which the whole universe of beauty and grandeur can
only stimulate, not fill; while the children themselves are like Hamlet

‘‘ afraid of being sicklied o’er with the pale cast of thought.”

I have

spoken thus at length with no spirit of censure, but heartily hoping
that you will do more for those children so truly worthy, and thereby
more earnestly evince your conception, that it is knowledge which
constitutes the rounds and steps, for climbing into more magnanimous
comprehension, finer tendancy, and loftier being.
For the particular standing of the schools, see the following ‘‘ special
report.” With regret that the demands of my professional studies rendered it impossible for me to complete the work by you assigned,
this is
Respectfully submitted.
.
G. R. STONE,
Superintending School Committee of Andover for the Summer terms.

SPECIAL

REPORT.

KEARSARGE, No 1.
The Summer term was taught by Miss Sarah E. Cilley.

This school,

though the smallest in town, is not a ‘t pigmie perched on Alps.” But
cooled by the mountain air, and inspired byan earnest, and affectionate teacher,
in her first attempt at teaching, the children were well at

work. Not having been informed of its close, I was not present at the
examination, but learn that the term of eight weeks was a success.

CILLEYVILLE

No. 2.

This school, though not so advanced as some whose advantages have
been superior, was in many respects first in town.
A degree of
thoroughness, a co-operation of parent, teacher and scholar, and a

regularity in attendance pervaded this school which was equaled by
no other. Of the twenty-two scholars registered, seventeen were
neither absent nor tardy, and I have but to cite the thirty-six visits of
parents and friends to prove that they had an interest in the work.
It
was taught by Miss Annie A. Gilman. Her success here added fresh

laurels to the high reputation

she had earned by seventeen terms’ ex-
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perience in other and higher schools. Efforts should be made to retain her in town, as she is of that class which it is profitable to hire.
Examination was a credit to teacher and scholar.
WEST

ANDOVER,

No. 3.

The summer term was taught by Miss Martha M. Messer, an active
teacher of some experience. A general harmony prevailed with a
fair progress, showing an interest among the scholars, and a fidelity
on the part of theteacher.
Number of scholars, sixteen.
Length of
term, nine weeks.

MOOSEUM, No. 4.
Parents manifest too little interest in this school; the average attendance being reduced one-third by the absence of registered scholars. ‘This is in part parents’ fault, and you thereby lose not only a
third part of your school outright, but greatly impair the success of
the remainder. The greatest good can be realized by a hearty cooperation of parent and teacher, in securing a prompt and regular
attendance. The summer term was taught by-Miss Emma A. George.
A fine scholar, thoroughly engaged in her work, by her kind and genial manner, she won the confidence and affection of her scholars.
Order and progress good. “The examination a credit to all. Among the
several parents and friends present at the examination, was Mr. Morgan, the prudential committee, who was pleased to express his hearty
approval of the term’s work.

BEECH

HILL, No. 4.

At the commencement of the term, this school

was

afflicted with a

lethargic apathy. The idea of study was the most visionary, receiving
no credence from many of the scholars. Several were without books of
any kind.. There were but three written arithmetics in a school of
thirty scholars, no grammar, and but one or two copies of geography.
Some of the larger boys frankly told me they had no books and could
get none; upon which I immediately proceedeil
to supply them according to law, with readers, spellers, arithmetics, grammars, &c.,

putting into the hand
them to go to work.

of each scholar

the books needed, and asked

And they did work.

Aided by their earnest and

affectionate teacher, Miss M. Augusta Morrison, who spared no pains
to inspire her scholars; the progress

made

in eight weeks

was sur-

passed by no schoolin town. The examination was more than I expected from so backward a school. Among the visitors were Mr.
Currier, the prudential committee, and Esquire Elkins, who expressed
their admiration.
The latter gentleman was happy to state that the
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term was the best that had been taught for twenty years.
ter shows too many instances of tardiness and dismissal.

The regis-

TURNPIKE, No. 6.
The summer term was taught by Miss

Sarah A. Pettengill, a good

and experienced teacher, who understands human nature, can lead the

small scholars and urge the large to a deeper interest in their work.
This term added to the reputation she had already won in the same
school.

Order and recitation good.

Parent,

teacher

and scholar for

the most part worked together for the highest good.
TAUNTON

HILL, No, 7.

This is a school of good talent, and a high development. Now that
the prejudice which has held the better half of our race from rising
through a classic way to a higher life has past, scholars of both sexes
from this school are worthy, and ought to have the benefit of a liberal
education. The term was taught by Miss Drucilla Blaisdell, a thorough scholar, a kind and energetic teacher. Her anxiety for progress
inclined her a little to do more than her part of the work, which created a dependency, and an anxiety in these ambitious scholars to go
over more than they thoroughly mastered.
The question with the
scholar is not what? or how much? but how? Parents should remember
that hard study is never lost no more than an atom of matter is lost,
or any modicum of nature’s correlated forees,and that it is a far greater honor to be first in Colburn’s, than to be last in the National Arithmetic. The examination was a credit to teacher and scholar. The
order, though much

better than

at commencement of term, was not,

from a carless habit, quite worthy of so good scholars.

ber of parents and friends showed

A large num-

by their presence that they were

interested in the school.

BOSTON HILL, No. 8.
Miss

Marcia

A.

Currier,

teacher.

At the commencement of the

term the teacher seemed earnest, and scholars evinced a fair degree
of interest. At the examination but four or five of the smallest scholars were present, rendering it impossible to judge of the success of the
school, but I learn that a general dissatisfaction prevailed. I see by
the register that scholars go or stay as they choose. As long as parents permit this evil to exist they cannot expect a successful school.

FLAGHOLE, No. 9.
This school

in teaching,

was taught by Miss Mary E. Cook, her first experience

An

entire harmony and general

satisfaction were the
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characteristics.

The scholars, small

and

few in number, made good

progress, yet hardly offered an adequate test of a teacher’s ability.

PORTSMOUTH,
This school

might well be graded.

whole curriculum of the common

No 10.
Fifty scholars ranging over the

school, from the primer to algebra,

constitute too broad a field for any teacher.

Miss Marianne Waite had

charge of the Summer term; a good scholar, a kind and energetic
teacher, who apparently did her duty in every respect; yet from the
extent of her field, and the little co-operarion she received from par-

ents, a want of thoroughness characterized the examination.
The
average attendance was reduced near one-third by absence, while 378
tardinesses stand upon the register. Do you expect to have a model
school while you

permit

this evil to exist?

The

teacher

said in her

register, ‘‘ I think the parents in the district do not realize the importance

of sending

their

children

regularly

and

punctually;

for the

scholars cannot be thorough, having lost half the recitations.” Parents would do well to see to it, lest the habit which your children are
acquiring follow them even beyond the school.

TUCKER

MOUNTAIN, No. 11.

An entire suecess was the result of the term. All did well. The
teacher, Miss Annie A. Shaw, in this school, being her first, evinced
an ardent love for children, and an earnestness in the work, which,

when cultivated by experience, will make her an excellent teacher.
The class in mental arithmetic was a credit to any school.

BACK

ROAD

No

12.

The Summer term was a success to the smaller scholars, but was
unprofitable to the district as a whole.
Partly from the teacher’s
inability to teach the higher part of the curriculum, and partly from

the inimical atmosphere
Hellespont

around

of the district, making the school-house the

which

howls

the

winds

of faction.

From

the

elements which exist in the district, one might justly infer that
‘* Penates sparsos fraterna cede.”
Though the \teacher was incompetent to teach one or two very excellent scholars, yet she was earnest
and anxious, and the value of the school would have been greatly en-

hanced had all worked together.

I was not apprised of the real state

of the school till so near the close, that I suffered it to continue, at
the same time advising the teacher by no means to attempt the secondterm.
Nos. 13, 14 and 15 had no Summer term.

G. R. STONE, Superintendent School Committee.
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REPORT

OF

MITTEE

THE

SUPERINTENDING

SCHOOL

COM-

OF THE, FALL AND WINTER TERMS.

GENERAL
Through the changes

REMARKS.

of time, and the mutability

of the office of

School Committee, it becomes my duty to report the condition of your
schools during the Fall and Winter term of the year ending March Ist,
1871. Itis the duty of the Superintendent to see that every school
under his charge is supplied with an efficient teacher, the children of

the several schools supplied with text books of a uniform kind, to protect the teachers within his jurisdiction in maintaining their just prerogatives, and the individual rights of every scholar.
These duties
are not discretionary, but peremptory.
I was sworn to the impartial

discharge of these provisions of the law ‘‘ according to the best of my
abilities.” Inthe discharge of these duties, I could do no more—L
have done no less.
.
I am admonished by the somewhat voluminous report of Mr. Stone
to make mine brief as possible. The town raised no money for school
purposes, except what the law requires. I am gratified to be able to
report that the schools, with very few exceptions, have been sucessful
beyond any former success.
Since my first knowledge of them as
Superintendent, they have met all reasonable expectations of those in-

terested.

Though we have had good reasons for commending their

proficiency in the past, the prospect

is still more encouraging for the

future, and there is room for still greater improvement.

To raise the

standard of our common schools is a work in which all have a personal
interest. No manis rich enough to look with indifference upon the

educational interests of the town, none so poor they cannot receive the
benefits conferred by our schools.
There appears an unusual and eager desire on the part of some to
establish and maintain tuition schools.
In many localities schools of
this description flourish, while the district school declines. This system
should be abandoned, or the district set aside and graded schools
adopted. °
One of the most important matters connected with our schools is the
election of Prudential Committees. You should have men who believe

in schools, and that children have rights men should respect.

A com-

mittee having children to educate will have a living, present interest
in the usefulness of our schools.
The prudential affairs of the several

districts throughout

the town have been conducted for the past year
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by a corp of efficient, vigilant’ men, who have manifested a care and
watchfulness for the advancement of the schools truly commendable.
Exercising caution in the selection of teachers, their aim has been to
get the best, without regard to expense.
By pursuing this course,
they secured the services of the best teachers, who thoroughly understood the wants of their schools, and were, for the most part, fully
prepared to-execute any plan of improvement.

Permit me to say in.conclusion, that I have done what I thought
would best promote the educational interests of your children.
I will
now bow myself out of the office which I received from the appointing power, and, while the happy faces of the children of the many
schools I have visited throng the chambers of the brain, I bid the
friends of education in the town of Andover, God-speed in their efforts
in behalf of the ‘‘ Little Folks,” who are the very breath of the nation’s life.
For particulars, see Special and Tabular Reports.
H. F. FRENCH,
Superintending School Commiitee of Andover. -

SPECIAL REPORT.
No. 3 (WEST ANDOVER).
The second term was taught by Mrs. Sarah E. Bean, an experienced
and able teacher. This school has always moved in a dignfied, quiet
manner, without interruption or disquietude from any cause.
Its appearance at the commencement of the term was praiseworthy in every

particular. Teacher
from necessity.”

remarks:
.

‘‘ Progress good—none

tardy except

No. 4, (MOOSEUM.)
Miss Emma A. George taught the second term. A large majority
of the scholars in this school were small, very few above ten years of
age; consequently it was a hard task to preserve

order

and quietness

in the school-room.
Miss George possessed tact, and experience; she
commenced school with a good reputation as a teacher which she fully sustained throughout both terms of school.
The report says:
“I
will simply say, the school has been pleasant; progress good, considering the length of the term. One great fault with the school is idleness, and lack of interest in study. Ihave tried to interest them, and
awaken pride in perfect lessons, and have in a measure succeeded.”

Parents do not visit the school as often as they should; but one visited
the school previous to the close of the term. Nine of the scholars were
not absent, and five not absent or tardy during the term; 55 tardiness,
17 dismissals.
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No. 5, (BEECH

HILL.)

Miss Luthera J. Wheeler had charge of this school during the Fall
term. Miss Wheeler possesses characteristic abilities which peculiarly qualify her for the complex duties of a successful teacher. Proficient in all the branches she attempts to teach, perfect in discipline
and system,solicitous for the highest interest of her scholars, she work-

ed with an earnestness that never flagged; she aroused the idle and
lethargic to study, accelerating the movements of all in their educational progress. The value of such a teacher cannot be measured by
dollars and cents,
Miss Wheeler, in her remarks, says: ‘‘I entered this school with the
determination that I would be successful,sand, without intending to be
egotistical, think I can safely say that my labors have not been altogether in vain. There has not been that improvement in the school
which there might have been, had the scholars been more regular in
their attendance; yet there has been a very good degree of interest
manifested throughout the entire term, more especially on the part of
the older members of the school, who have indeed done nobly, and
justly merit

the

approbation

of their

teacher.

I have

nothing but

pleasant recollections connected with the school.”
180 tardinesses, 16 dismissals.

No. 6, (TURNPIKE.)
Miss Ida H. Edmunds was the instructress in this school; the scholars are tractable, and well disposed, most of them small, consequently
not very far advanced.
The school at the commencement appeared to ;

be moving slowly, but stirely to a more elevated position. I visited
the school but once, having no notice of its close, until within an hour
or two of the closing exercises, and just as I was starting to visit another school.
Tardinesses, 67; dismissals, 17.
No. 7, (TAUNTON

HILL).

In this school the happiest results followed the efforts of Miss Josephine E. Hodgdon.
Im many respects Miss Hodgdon has no equal in
the art of teaching, and her success during the Winter term has no
parallel in my experience.
Precedents, antiquated formulas, and ar-

bitrary rules were

laid aside, substituting innovations

as new

and

remarkable as they were successful. Possessing a mental organization
of the Elizabethan type, no opposition could impede or threats intimidate her. She independently and persistently conducted her school
from the positively good to the superlatively best. At the examination,
the school gave practical demonstration of its progress up the ‘* Hill
of Science,” and proved itself worthy of all praise in whatever is per-
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tinent to a good school.
more than the lessons

Seven ranked perfect; two learned perfectly
assigned;

none of the girls whispered during

the term; tardinesses, 58; dismissals, 10.

No. 8, (BOSTON HILL.)
The Winter term of this school was taught by Miss Lucy J. Emery.
The reputation of Miss Emery for scholarship and industry in the
school-room is too widely known to need any comments from me,

having taught many terms with invariable success. Most of the children in this school are too young to be far advanced in their studies or
to show marked proficiency in one term. The germs ofthe coming .
scholars are taking root in this school, and they will give a good account of themselves hereafter. Tardinesses 10, dismissals 15.
No.

Miss Lottie A. Eastman

9, (FLAGHOLE.)

had charge

of this school, and faithfully

performed her work; having had twenty-four months’ experience in
the school-room before entering this, is conclusive evidence that her
talents have been appreciaied.
The examination at the close of school
was creditable to both scholars and teacher. This school is always fur-

nished with good teachers, the district having agents. who are alive
and active in the interests of their schools, which, in my opinion, is the
secret of their good report,—tardinesses 2, dismissals.2.

No. 10, (PORTSMOUTH.)
-This district has a larger amount of money to be expended for
school purposes, and a greater number of scholars than any other
school in town. The terms, teachers, and teacher’s reports are so

mixed that it requires a good degree of skill to unravel the tangled
web, and make an intelligible report. I found the school at the commencement of the second term in charge of Miss Marianne Waite. She
was working with an energy and zeal that merited.a corresponding return.
This school demands too much hard work for any female
teacher, unless itis graded.
Miss Waite brought to the work a practical experience of over two years’ actual service in teaching, which
to most of schools would have proved a valuable acquisition.
Two
weeks after the close of the terms, I received aletter from Miss Waite

with an apology for not being notified, and about the same time, one
from Mr. Putney, giving notice that school had again commenced,
this time with Mr. J. C. French as teacher. The school under his instruction appeared fast ‘‘ falling into line,” and rapidly emerging from
its former abnormal condition, to the form and comeliness of a
well disciplined school, for which it has abundant material, and
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through the hearty support of the wealthy, and intelligent citizens of
the district, might take the lead in point of merit.’ Tardinesses 252,
dismissals 21,

No. 11, (TUCKER MOUNTAIN).
The second term of this school was taught by Miss Anna F. Osgood:
She demonstrated in thjs little school of nine children, that paucity of
numbers was no impediment to the proficiency of her scholars.
In
* the short term of five weeks she accomplished more than some others
in as many months.
The school gave evidence at the examination of

. tact, talent and thorough drill, highly honorable to the scholars and
teacher, proving her faithful in the discharge of her duties. All honor
to this model school.
Teacher reports: ‘‘ I have done all I could to
make the school profitable, and, above all, to make each one thorough-

ly understand the ground they were going over.
have not failed.’ Tardinesses, 9; dismissals, 3.

In this, I think, I
*

No. 12, (BACK ROAD.)
Miss Abbie F. Keniston, teacher immediately following my appointment.
Complaints were entered, and the charge of incompetency preferred against the teacher. I made an investigation and am sorry to
say thatin my opinion there were just reasons of complaint, as set

forth in Mr. Stone’s report of the Summer schools.

Without assuming

the right to dictate in affairs pertaining to your school in future or
any disposition to censure, and in view of the high opinion I hold of
the thrift and intelligence of the citizens of the district, allow me to
suggest that the teacher who undertakes this school next term should *
be thoroughly qualified to teach all the branches usually taught in
schools. No hesitating superficial teacher will satisfy you, or the necessities of your children.
It is the imperative duty of the agent to secure a teacher of this description.
Tardinesses 16, dismissal 1.

No. 183, (EMERY ROAD).
The same teacher as No. 11. This school is reduced to such a degree that the teacher was compelled to introduce children from other
, districts in order to maintain its existence.

in this district who attend

school.

The

There are but two scholars

eminent

qualifications of the

teacher could not fail of a commendable improvement in her charge.
Nos. 12 and 13 should unite their forces—it would contribute to the
profit and proficieney of both. Tardinesses, 4; dismissal, 1.
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